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The current “Web of Data” produces increasingly huge RDF data sets. However,
traditional RDF representations stay influenced by theold document-centric perspective
of the Web, containing high levels of redundancy and verbosesyntaxes. This leads to
fuzzy publications, inefficient management, complex processing and lack of scalability.

We introduced a new representation format (Header-Dictionary-Triples: HDT3) that
modularizes the data and uses the skewed structure of big RDFgraphs [2] to achieve
large spatial savings. It is based on three main components,described as follows.

Header. This component includes logical and physical metadata describing the RDF
data set. It serves as an entrance point to the information onthe data set. The Header
is downloaded or queried online by the consumer. For instance, the consumer can see
a detailed summary of the published data set, which might be (i) distributed in several
chunks, (ii) duplicated in different formats or (iii) duplicated under different versions.

We consider the Header as an RDF graph. This allows expressing metadata about
the data set with an RDF syntax, which can be used through well-known mechanisms,
such as SPARQL Endpoints. We provide an extension of VoiD4 for HDT Headers5.

Dictionary. The Dictionary component assigns a unique ID to each elementin the
data set. This way, the dictionary contributes to the goal ofcompactness. We provide a
basic implementation considering four subsets; (i) sharedsubjects-objects, (ii) unique
subjects, (iii) unique object and (iv) predicates, as shownin Figure 1.

Triples. This component transforms a stream of strings into a stream of IDs, by means
of the dictionary. In addition to its compact ability, it allows to access and query the
RDF graph. We provide three implementations for Triples encoding, as shown in Fi-
gure 1.Plain Triples is the most naive approach in which only the ID substitution is
performed.Compact Triples implies a triple sorting by subject and the creation of
predicate and object adjacency lists. The first stream ofPredicates corresponds to the
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Fig. 1. Incremental representation of an RDF data set withHDT

Data set
Triples Size HDT Universal Compressors

(millions) (MB) Plain Compress gzip bzip2 ppmdi

Billion Triples 106.9 15081.7431.87% 3.91% 9.54% 6.83% 5.32%
Uniprot RDF 79.2 7083.22 14.33% 3.23% 8.71% 5.04% 3.99%

Wikipedia 47 6882.20 6.62% 2.22% 6.97% 5.11% 4.10%

Table 1. Compression results.

lists of predicates associated with subjects, maintainingthe implicit grouping order. The
end of a list of predicates implies a change of subject, marked with a separator,e.g. the
non-assigned zero ID. The second stream (Objects) groups the lists of objects for each
pair (s, p). Bitmap Triples implementation extracts the auxiliary zero values embed in
each stream. These values are kept in two bitmaps in which each 1 value marks the
end of the corresponding adjacency list. The bitsequences can supportrank/select
operations in constant time [1], which constitutes the basis for accessing the graph.

HDT with Bitmap Triples (referred to asPlain-HDT) is even more compressible.
HDT-Compressmakes specific decisions: (1) We take advantage of repeated prefixes
using a predictive high-order compressor such asPPM to encode the dictionary. (2) We
take advantage of the power-law distribution of the streamswith aHuffman code.

Table 1 comparesHDT with respect to three well-known universal compressors
within an heterogeneous corpora.HDT-Compress achieves the most effective results
with ratios between2−4%. In turn,HDT-Compress also outperforms universal com-
pressors by improving the best results, achieved onppmdi, of between20− 45%.

HDT provides clean publication and efficient exchange by approaching a more com-
pact representation format. We are currently exploring newdictionary and triples im-
plementations leading to efficient query resolution.
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